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Abstract

A large gap exists between fully-supervised object de-
tection and weakly-supervised object detection. To nar-
row this gap, some methods consider knowledge transfer
from additional fully-supervised dataset. But these meth-
ods do not fully exploit discriminative category informa-
tion in the fully-supervised dataset, thus causing low mAP.
To solve this issue, we propose a novel category transfer
framework for weakly supervised object detection. The in-
tuition is to fully leverage both visually-discriminative and
semantically-correlated category information in the fully-
supervised dataset to enhance the object-classification abil-
ity of a weakly-supervised detector. To handle overlap-
ping category transfer, we propose a double-supervision
mean teacher to gather common category information and
bridge the domain gap between two datasets. To handle
non-overlapping category transfer, we propose a semantic
graph convolutional network to promote the aggregation of
semantic features between correlated categories. Exper-
iments are conducted with Pascal VOC 2007 as the tar-
get weakly-supervised dataset and COCO as the source
fully-supervised dataset. Our category transfer framework
achieves 63.5% mAP and 80.3% CorLoc with 5 overlapping
categories between two datasets, which outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods. Codes are avaliable at https:
//github.com/MediaBrain-SJTU/CaT .

1. Introduction
Object detection is one of the most fundamental tasks in

computer vision [44]. In the past decade, based on deep
neural networks, many methods [16, 26, 27] have achieved
great success. However, most methods follow the fully su-
pervised setting, which requires a huge number of high-
quality annotations, including the precise bounding boxes
of objects and their corresponding category labels. This set-
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Figure 1. The sketch map of our category transfer framework. We
use the double-supervised mean teacher network to transfer over-
lapping category and objectness knowledge; and use the semantic
graph convolutional network to transfer non-overlapping category
knowledge. The final prediction is generated by the teacher.

ting usually costs extensive amount of time and resources
to acquire such annotations. To reduce the annotation
cost, weakly supervised object detection (WSOD) are pro-
posed [2, 32, 33] to train detection models with only image-
level category labels. However, the lack of bounding-box-
level supervision leads to significant issues, such as instance
ambiguity and low-quality proposals. Therefore, a large
performance gap still exists between fully-supervised object
detection (89.1% mAP, SOTA [10]) and weakly-supervised
object detection (56.8% mAP, SOTA [13]).

To narrow this gap, some previous methods consider
knowledge transfer from additional data. There are two
main approaches: the objectness transfer approach and the
semi-supervised approach. For example, [18, 29, 43] train
a generic object detector on source data and apply it to tar-
get data; however, this objectness transfer methods ignores
the category information in the source dataset, causing the
decline of classification. [11, 37, 35, 15] follow the semi-
supervised setting with partial fully annotated data, and
transform an image classifier to an object detector. Such
a semi-supervised method leverages both box and category
information, but it usually can not solve the domain gap
between datasets, especially the category inconsistency be-
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tween the source and target datasets. Moreover, the corre-
lations between categories have not been exploited. There-
fore, the lack of exploiting category information still limit
the empirical performance of the target dataset.

To solve those issues, this work specifically consid-
ers category transfer; that is, leverage both visually-
discriminative and semantically-correlated category infor-
mation in the fully-supervised dataset to enhance the dis-
criminative ability of a weakly-supervised detector. Based
on whether the categories are shared in both the fully-
supervised and the weakly-supervised datasets, the category
transfer includes overlapping category transfer, where the
fully-supervised and the weakly-supervised datasets share
the same categories, and non-overlapping category transfer,
where two datasets have different, yet correlated categories.

To realize overlapping category transfer, we propose a
double-supervision mean teacher network. The double-
supervision mean teacher network adopts the similar struc-
ture of mean teacher method [36], but works with two
students, each of which is supervised by either fully-
supervised or weakly-supervised datasets. Our teacher
thus can gather overlapping category information from both
fully-supervised and weakly-supervised students, leading to
better discriminative ability. Moreover, the mean teacher
structure could bridge the domain gap between two datasets,
including differences in image and category distributions.

To achieve non-overlapping category transfer, we pro-
pose a semantic graph to model the correlations among
all the categories in both fully-supervised and weakly-
supervised datasets. The intuition is that even two cat-
egories are different, they may be highly-correlated and
their corresponding category information can be strategi-
cally transferred according to the correlation strength. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates a toy example of a semantic graph. The
category kid in the weakly-supervised dataset does not ex-
actly match with the category person in the fully-supervised
dataset, but they are semantically related. Based on this se-
mantic graph, we use graph convolutional networks to ex-
ploit non-overlapping category information and provide se-
mantic guidance for object classification.

Overall, we propose an end-to-end framework; see Fig-
ure 1. It includes a Faster R-CNN [27] as the backbone
network, a double-supervised mean teacher network for
overlapping category transfer, and a semantic graph con-
volutional network for non-overlapping category transfer.
This framework can fill the domain gap by using a mean
teacher structure, and fully exploit category information by
aggregating semantic features over a semantic graph. Com-
pared with objectness transfer approaches, we transfer cat-
egory information from a fully-supervised dataset to im-
prove the classifier. Compared with approaches under the
semi-supervised setting [11, 37, 35, 15], our approach ap-
plies a double supervised mean teacher to solve domain
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Figure 2. An example of category label graph. Red, blue
and yellow nodes represent fully-supervised, weakly-supervised
and common categories separately. The inter-dataset graph
edges are built according to common categories (“car(fully)” ↔
“car(weakly)”) and category relationships. The relationships in-
clude subclass relationship (“person(fully)” ↔ “kid(weakly)”),
including relationship (“cyclist(weakly)” ↔ “person(fully)”), and
similarity relationship (“bike(fully)” ↔ “wheelchair(weakly)”).
Each intra-dataset graph is a digraph, and the inter graph is a bi-
graph with bi-directional edges. Best viewed in color.

gap between datasets, and uses a semantic graph convolu-
tional network to fully exploit the correlations between cat-
egories, leading to semantic transfer of non-overlapping cat-
egories. Our method outperforms the state-of-the-art meth-
ods in WSOD, and achieves results competitive to FSOD
baseline.

We summarize our main contributions as:
• We propose a novel category transfer framework for

WSOD, which specifically handles the issues on category
transfer, including the domain gap problem in overlapping
category transfer and information aggregation issue in non-
overlapping category transfer.

• We propose a novel double-supervised mean teacher
network to handle overlapping category transfer. This net-
work gathers common category information and bridges the
domain gap between two datasets.

• We propose a novel semantic graph convolutional net-
work to tackle non-overlapping category transfer. This net-
work promotes the aggregation of semantic features be-
tween correlated categories.

• We conduct extensive experiments and show that the
proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art weakly-
supervised object detection methods and is competitive to
fully-supervised object detection baseline on benchmarks.

2. Related Works

Weakly-Supervised Object Detection. Recent works
usually formulate WSOD as a MIL problem. WSDDN[2]
is the first end-to-end MIL deep neural network in WSOD.
Inspired by WSDDN, many methods are proposed. [34]
integrates WSDDN and a multi-stage online instance clas-
sifier refinement (OICR) algorithm into a simple deep net-
work. [32] use an iterative process, Proposal cluster learn-
ing (PCL), to learn refined instance classifiers based on
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OICR. [33] introduces continuation multiple instance learn-
ing (C-MIL) by smoothing the original loss function to
solve the part domination problem. [42] uses top-down
confidence and bottom-up evidence with an adaptive train-
ing mechanism to distill box boundary knowledge. Follow-
up works further improve the performance by self-training
[28], self-distillation [42] [13], etc.

Weakly-Supervised Object Detection with Knowl-
edge Transfer. Transfer learning is typically used in
domain adaptation (DA) [38]. It can bridge different
datasets[36], categories[3], or even tasks[11, 12], which
reduces the cost of training and leverages the knowledge
from another dataset/domain/task. In this paper, we focus
on knowledge transfer in weakly-supervised object detec-
tion. Additional data are usually used to provide auxiliary
prior information for detection. [35, 1] use the word embed-
ding of category label text to represent the semantic rela-
tionship between classes, and the dependency of categories
is used to assist object detection. [30, 29, 19] transfer the
model learned in source domain to target domain. Also,
some works [15, 11, 35] use weight prediction to effectively
transform an image classifier into an object detector. Recent
studies [6, 37, 18, 23] raise the idea of sharing the general
knowledge learned in source domain. The knowledge can
be object predictor [6, 23], object candidate region [37], or
general boundary box regression [18, 43]. However, cat-
egories in two datasets are usually not the same, most of
the existing methods do not work under this situation. In
this paper, we combine WSOD with mean teacher frame-
work to fully leverage knowledge from both a public fully-
supervised dataset and a weakly-supervised dataset, which
can also solve the category mismatch problem.

Knowledge-Guided Graph Reasoning. Graph reason-
ing is proved to be effective in many tasks, including im-
age classification [5, 4], object detection [40, 39], human
skeleton-based action recognition [21] or motion predic-
tion [22], etc. These methods model domain knowledge
as a graph to transfer knowledge based on category depen-
dency, object spatial relationship, or object semantic rela-
tionship. Some classification models [5, 4] build a cate-
gory dependency graph based on the dataset statistical in-
formation. [40] uses knowledge graph to discover most
relative categories for feature evolving. Our method not
only uses a semantic graph for both fully-supervised and
weakly-supervised datasets to reason category dependen-
cies but also transfers category similarity or dependency
knowledge between two datasets.

3. Category Transfer Framework

Problem formulation. Mathematically, given a weakly-
supervised dataset Dw, each image xw in the dataset has
an image-level category label yw with yw ∈ RCw , where
Cw is the number of weakly-supervised dataset categories.

Similarly, for a fully-supervised dataset Df , each image xf

has the instance-level annotations, including the bounding
boxes Bf = {b(i)

f }ri=1 and their corresponding category la-

bels Yf = {y(i)
f }ri=1, where r is the number of instances in

an image and y
(i)
f ∈ RCf is the category label of the ith in-

stance with Cf , the number of fully-supervised dataset cat-
egories. We aim to train a model M on Dw with knowledge
transfer from Df . For each testing image x, the model can
output instance-level detection, including estimated bound-
ing boxes and category estimations; that is B̂, Ŷ = M(x).

Overview. To design such a model, we specifically con-
sider category transfer; that is, leverage the category infor-
mation for object recognition in a fully-supervised dataset
to enhance the discriminative ability of a detector, which
is trained on a weakly-supervised dataset. Category trans-
fer enables the discriminative ability transfer from a fully-
supervised dataset to a weakly-supervised detector, leading
to better detection performance.

As shown in Figure 3, the proposed category trans-
fer framework includes three parts: the backbone net-
work, the double-supervision mean teacher network (Sec-
tion 3.1) and the semantic graph convolutional network
(Section 3.2). For an input image, our backbone network
follows the backbone of Faster R-CNN [27], extracts vi-
sual features and generates the regions of proposals. The
double-supervision mean teacher network takes the pooled
visual features in each region and estimates the bounding
boxes and classes by leveraging the bounding box and over-
lapping category information from both fully-supervised
and weakly-supervised datasets. To further enable non-
overlapping category transfer, the semantic graph convo-
lutional network exploits the semantic correlations among
categories and outputs the semantic features for each cat-
egory. To classify each region, we aggregate the semantic
features produced by the semantic graph convolutional net-
work and the visual features from the R-CNN output of the
double-supervision mean teacher network to generate final
category features, boosting the recognition ability.

3.1. Double-Supervision Mean Teacher Network

The proposed double-supervision mean teacher network
follows the traditional mean teacher, yet with two different
student branches. This novel architecture can bridge the do-
main gap and estimate the bounding boxes and classes via
overlapping category transfer.

Network architecture. This network consists of a fully-
supervised student branch, a weakly-supervised student
branch, and a teacher branch. Each of the three branches
takes the pooled visual features for proposal regions pro-
duced by the backbone network as the input and updates
the visual feature through a few convolutional layers; that is,
given the pooled visual feature Fp, the visual features after
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Figure 3. Overall architecture of our category transfer framework. Image region features are forward to the double-supervision mean
teacher, which has three branches: the fully-supervised student branch, the weakly-supervised student branch, and the teacher branch. The
semantic features are updated by the semantic graph convolutional network and fused to visual features for classfication. The training
process in one iteration contains two forward steps (solid lines), one backpropagation step (dotted lines), and one exponential moving
average (EMA) step.

convolutional layers in Branch ∗ is Fo
∗ = RCNN∗(F

p) ∈
Rr×d, where r is the number of region proposals, d is the
dimension of features, RCNN∗(·) is the regional convolu-
tional neural network and ∗ is the branch index with f for
the fully-supervised branch, w for the weakly-supervised
branch and t for the teacher branch.

Taken fully-supervised region features Fo
f as input, the

fully-supervised student branch uses a regression head and
a classification head to output the estimated bounding boxes
B̂f = {b̂(i)

f }ri=1 and the corresponding categories Ŷf =

{ŷ(i)
f }ri=1, respectively. The outputs are supervised by the

ground-truth bounding boxes and the the corresponding cat-
egory labels in the fully-supervised dataset. Note that the
estimated label is ŷ

(i)
f ∈ RCf , where Cf is the number

of categories in the fully-supervised dataset. The architec-
ture of this branch is the same as class-agnostic Faster R-
CNN [27] after RoIAlign layer.

The weakly-supervised student branch trains a multiple-
instance-learning (MIL)-based network inspired by [2].
Taken weakly-supervised region features Fo

w as input, this
branch outputs the image-level category prediction ŷw ∈
RCw , which is supervised by the image-level category la-
bels in the weakly-supervised dataset. Figure 4 illustrates
its architecture. The output feature of the RCNN is in-
put to a classification stream and a detection stream. The
classification stream uses a fully-connected layer ϕc to map
Fo
w ∈ Rr×d to U ∈ Rr×Cw , where r is the number of region

semantic features

detection stream

classification stream

visual features

A

Figure 4. Architecture of the weakly-supervised student branch.

proposals, Cw is the number of categories in the weakly-
supervised dataset. We then apply the softmax operation
along the category (second) dimension of U and obtain the
category prediction scores σc(U) ∈ Rr×Cw for r propos-
als. Meanwhile, the detection stream uses another fully-
connected layer ϕd to map Fo

w to V ∈ Rr×Cw and applies
the softmax operation along the proposal (first) dimension
of V to obtain the detection score σd(V) ∈ Rr×Cw for r
proposals. Finally, we apply the element-wise multiplica-
tion between the results of two streams to get the image-
level category prediction.

The teacher branch accumulates knowledge from
two student branches by exponential moving average
(EMA) [36] without training. It takes both fully-supervised
and weakly-supervised region features as input, and out-
puts the final box predictions B̂ and category predictions
Ŷ. The teacher branch has a similar architecture as the
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fully-supervised student branch and also includes the re-
gression head and the classification head. The difference is
that the number of output categories of the teacher branch
follows the categories in the weakly-supervised dataset. To
transfer the regression ability, we take the exponential mov-
ing average of the weights in the regression head of the
fully-supervised student branch as the weights in the re-
gression head of the teacher branch. To transfer the clas-
sification ability, we take the exponential moving average
of the weights in the classification stream of the weakly-
supervised student branch as well as the weights of overlap-
ping categories in the fully-supervised student branch to be
the weights in the classification head of the teacher branch.

Loss function. The overall loss function includes three
parts: the weakly-supervised MIL loss Lmil, which is
an image-level cross-entropy classification loss [2]; the
fully-supervised loss Lfull, which is same as Faster R-
CNN [27], including RPN loss Lrpn and R-CNN loss Lrcnn;
and the consistency loss to promote consistency between
the teacher and two student branches; that is, Lcons =
Lf
cons + Lw

cons, where the fully-supervised and weakly-
supervised consistency losses are Lf

cons = Lbox(b̂f , b̂) +

Lcls(ỹf , ỹ), L
w
cons = Lcls(ŷw, ŷ), respectively, with b̂ the

estimated bounding box of the teacher branch, ỹ the clas-
sification score of the teacher branch for the overlapping
categories, ŷ the classification score of the teacher branch
for all the categories, Lcls is the smooth-ℓ1 loss for classi-
fication consistency and Lbox is the mean square error for
box regression consistency.

The overall loss function is L = Lmil + λfullLfull +
λconsLcons, where λfull and λcons are the hyperparame-
ters to balance the weakly-supervised, fully-supervised, and
consistency losses.

3.2. Semantic Graph Convolutional Network

To leverage non-overlapping categories in the fully-
supervised dataset, we propose a novel semantic graph con-
volutional network. A semantic graph reflects the corre-
lations between categories. Based on the semantic graph,
graph convolutional networks update the semantic features
of all categories. The optimized semantic features are fi-
nally aggregated with visual features to guide classification.

Semantic graph construction. We build a semantic
graph based on the correlations between all the categories.
The corresponding objects of the highly correlated cate-
gories often appear jointly, which provides a hint for object
detection. Therefore, appropriately leveraging the correla-
tions could lead to better classification and detection results.

For each of the fully-supervised and the weakly-
supervised datasets, we build a intra-dataset graph by the
co-occurrence of the categories to model the dependences
between categories. Here each node models a unique cat-
egory and each edge reflects the dependence between two

person
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person person

person
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Figure 5. An example of category relationships. The related label
graph is a digraph, arrows represent the asymmetric dependencies
between categories. “soccer → person” means that when soccer
appears, person appears with high probability.

categories. Note that the relationship between categories
is not bidirectional, such as the soccer and the person in
Figure 5. Therefore, the dependence is asymmetric and the
intra-dataset graph is a digraph. To define the connectivities
for each graph, we first compute a graph transition matrix
based on the co-occurrence of the categories and then apply
thresholding to obtain the graph adjacent matrix. For ex-
ample, the graph transition matrix for the fully-supervised
dataset is Pf ∈ RCf×Cf . The (i, j)th element of P is the
co-occurrence probability between the ith and the jth cate-
gories; that is, (Pf )ij = Mij/Mi, where Mi is the number
of images with the ith category, and Mij is the number of
images with both the ith and the jth categories. Since the
graph transition matrix Pf is mostly a full matrix, which
could be noisy and cause expensive computation for the
subsequent procedures, we introduce a threshold τ to obtain
a binary graph adjacent matrix Af ∈ RCf×Cf . The (i, j)th
element of the graph adjacent matrix, (Af )ij = 0 when
(Pf )ij < τ and 1, otherwise. Similarly, we can construct
the graph adjacent matrix Aw ∈ RCw×Cw for the weakly-
supervised dataset.

To further capture semantic relations between categories
across two datasets, we introduce inter-dataset edges to
connect two intra-dataset graphs, forming a bipartite graph
B ∈ RCf×Cw . Each edge weight can be obtained by the
cosine similarity as well as the hand-crafted design. For
the similarity-based inter-dataset edges The edge weight be-
tween the ith node in the fully-supervised dataset and the
jth node in the weakly-supervised dataset is

Bij =
exp(sim(vf

i ,v
w
j ))∑

j exp(sim(vf
i ,v

w
j ))

,

where sim(·, ·) is the cosine similarity, vf
i and vw

j are the
semantic features of the ith node in the fully-supervised
graph and the jth node in the weakly-supervised graph re-
spectively. For the hand-crafted inter-dataset edges, we con-
sider binary edge weights to capture the logical relation-
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Figure 6. Details of the semantic graph convolutional network.
The fully-supervised label graph and the weakly-supervised label
graph share the same GNN weights and transmit related semantics
between two graphs by inter-dataset graph connections.

ships between categories. When two nodes in the respec-
tive graphs have the subclass or inclusion relation, the cor-
responding edge weight is set to be 1, else 0. For example,
pedestrain is a subclass of person, so the edge weight be-
tween pedestrain and person is 1.

Network architecture. Figure 6 illustrates the detailed
architecture of the semantic graph convolutional network.
We first use word2vec pretrained on wiki corpus to initial-
ize the semantic feature for each category, incorporating
semantic information as well as linguistic knowledge. Let
H

(0)
f ∈ RCf×k and H(0)

w ∈ RCw×k be the semantic features
of all the categories for the fully-supervised and weakly-
supervised datasets, respectively, where Cf is the number
of categories of the fully-supervised dataset, Cw the num-
ber of categories of the weakly-supervised dataset, and k
the dimension of word2vec. We then use two graph convo-
lution layers [14] to update the semantic features based on
the intra-dataset graphs. For the fully-supervised dataset,
the ith graph convolution layer takes the semantic feature
from the previous layer as the input and outputs the latent
feature, Z(i+1)

f = GCN(Af ,H
(i)
f ), Similarly, we can obtain

the latent feature Z(i+1)
w for the weakly-supervised dataset.

Next, we update the semantic features of the categories in
both datasets via the inter-dataset graph:

H
(i+1)
f = Z

(i+1)
f +σ(BZ(i+1)

w W
(i)
f ),

H(i+1)
w = Z(i+1)

w +σ(BT Z
(i+1)
f W(i)

w ),

where B ∈ RCf×Cw reflects the inter-dataset graph, W(i)
∗

is a trainable weight matrix for each dataset, and σ is the
activation function. The semantic graph convolutional net-
work outputs the final semantic features for both datasets,
Hf ∈ RCf×d and Hw ∈ RCw×d, where d is the feature di-
mension, which is the same as the feature dimension of the
visual features Fo

∗ in each of two student branches of the
double-supervision mean teacher network.

Fusion with double-supervision mean teacher net-
work. Both semantic features are consumed by the classi-
fication heads of two student branches. For example, in the
fully-supervised student branch, we aggregate the seman-
tic features and the visual features to obtain the final visual
feat ures for classification; that is, F̌

o

f = g(Fo
f H

T
f ) + Fo

f ∈
Rr×d, where r is the number of proposal regions, g(·) is
a 1 × 1 convolution. The fully-supervised student branch
follows the same procedure. Experimental results show that
the fused feature F̌

o

f is more discriminative than the visual
feature Fo

f ; see Table 3.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We evaluate our method on Pascal VOC 2007
[8] and use COCO 2014 [25] as the supplementary pub-
lic fully-supervised dataset. Pascal VOC dataset contains
20 categories with 24,640 objects in 9,963 images. COCO
dataset contains 80 common object categories with 2.5 mil-
lion labeled instances in 328k images. The categories in
Pascal VOC are totally included by COCO dataset. To bet-
ter simulate different category overlapping conditions, we
process COCO dataset to be COCO-(80 − n)∗ by delet-
ing the annotations of the randomly picked n overlapping
categories, where (80 − n) is the number of the remaining
categories in COCO dataset. Unlike [43], we only remove
the annotations but not the images of the overlapping cate-
gories as objects of the non-overlapping categories may ap-
pear in the source fully-supervised dataset. We use COCO-
(80 − n)∗ to denote COCO dataset removing all images of
the overlapping categories.

We further validate on KITTI dataset [9]. It contains 7
categories related to self-driving excluding misc and dont-
care, with only car and truck in the label set of COCO
dataset. The categories have some logical relationships:
pedestrain and person sitting in KITTI are sub-categories
of person category in COCO; cyclist is the combination
of person and bicycle. We use these relationships to build
hand-crafted inter-dataset edges between two datasets.

Evaluation. We use mean average precision (mAP)
to evaluate the detection performance over categories, and
CorLoc [7] to measure the localization accuracy.

Implementation details. We use Faster R-CNN[27]
as our base model and follow the same settings. We use
vgg16[31] pretrained on ImageNet as the feature extraction
backbone. For Pascal VOC dataset, we use the similarity
inter-dataset edges to build the inter-dataset graph. The di-
mension of the input semantic features is 300. The semantic
graph convolutional network applies two graph convolution
layers with the hidden feature dimensions 2048 and 4096.

During training, we do image augmentation by horizon-
tally flipping, randomly cropping, and randomly resizing
the image between 0.5 and 2. The initial learning rate is
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Method Source Dataset mAP(%) CorLoc(%)

pure WSOD:
WSDDN Ensemble [2] - 39.3 58.0
OICR-Ens+FR [34] - 47.0 64.3
PCL-Ens+FR [32] - 48.8 66.6
WSOD2 [42] - 53.6 69.5
CASD [13] - 56.8 70.4
WSOD with transfer:
MSD-Ens [24] ILSVRC2013-180 51.1 66.8
OICR+UBBR [17] COCO-60∗ 52.0 47.6
Boosting [43] COCO-60 55.2 72.4
Boosting∗ [43] COCO-60∗ 57.8 73.6
Ours:
CaT0 COCO-60 58.0 73.8
CaT∗

0 COCO-60∗ 59.2 75.9
CaT5 COCO-65 63.5 80.3
FSOD:
Faster R-CNN [27] - 69.6 94.3

Table 1. Comparison of our method on Pascal VOC 2007 test set
to FSOD method and the state-of-the-art WSOD methods in terms
of mAP (%) and CorLoc (%). Our method achieves better perfor-
mance than the previous WSOD methods.

Method Sim HC mAP(%) CorLoc(%)

WSDDN × × 64.5 26.7
CaT ✓ × 83.8 56.8
CaT × ✓ 80.6 51.5
CaT ✓ ✓ 79.5 58.9

Table 2. KITTI test 2D detection mAP (%) and CorLoc (%) with
different inter-dataset edges, with ‘Sim’ for the similarity inter-
dataset edges, and ‘HC’ for the hand-crafted inter-dataset edges.
Our model has good domain adaptation ability and the similarity
inter-dataset edges can lead to better performance.

0.002. We adopt an SGD optimizer with 0.9 momentum and
0.0001 weight decay. The teacher branch weights do not
participate in back propagation, and are updated by EMA
with EMA decay α = 0.999. The weights to balance losses
are λfull = 0.5, λcons = 1.0. Our method is implemented
based on Pytorch Faster R-CNN framework[41]. All the
models are trained on 4 NVIDIA 1080 Ti GPU. The batch
size is 8.

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

Results on Pascal VOC 2007. We compare our method
with the state-of-the-art approaches on Pascal VOC 2007
dataset, including (1) pure WSOD methods: WSDDN [2],
OICR [34], PCL [32], WSOD2 [42], CASD [13]. These
approaches are trained without any supplementary data.
(2) WSOD methods with knowledge transfer: MSD [24],
OICR+UBBR [17], Boosting[43]. These methods transfer
knowledge from an additional source dataset with bound-
ing box annotations. As for the source dataset, the COCO-
(80 − n) dataset removes the annotations and the COCO-
(80− n)∗ dataset removes the images of the n overlapping
categories in the original COCO dataset; ILSVRC2013-

180∗ is the ILSVRC2013 dataset removing all the images
of the 20 categories contained by the Pascal VOC dataset.
(3) fully-supervised method: we also compare our method
with Faster R-CNN [27] trained with fully annotations on
the weakly-supervised dataset, as in [43, 20, 32].

Table 1 compares our approach with the previous state-
of-the-art approaches on the Pascal VOC test set in terms
of mAP and CorLoc. We use CaTn to denote our method
trained with the fully-supervised dataset COCO-(80 − n),
and use CaT∗

n to denote our method trained with the fully-
supervised dataset COCO-(80− n)∗.

We first evaluate our method using COCO-60 or COCO-
60∗ as the source fully-supervised dataset. For pure WSOD
approaches, CaT0 outperforms the state-of-the-art method
CASD by 1.2% mAP and 3.4% CorLoc; and CaT0 improves
the WSDDN baseline by 18.7% mAP and 15.8% CorLoc.
For WSOD approaches with transfer, CaT0 outperforms the
state-of-the-art method Boosting [43] by 2.8% mAP and
1.4% CorLoc with COCO-60 as source; and CaT∗

0 outper-
forms Boosting∗ [43] by 1.4% mAP and 2.3% CorLoc with
COCO-60∗ as source. CaT∗

0 using COCO-60∗ as source
achieves better performance than CaT0 using COCO-60 as
source, as the regions with annotation removed in COCO-
60 are treated as background while training, which will re-
duce the recall rate of CaT0.

We then evaluate our method using COCO-65 as the
source fully-supervised dataset. With only 5 overlap-
ping categories between COCO-65 dataset and Pascal VOC
dataset, CaT5 gets an increase of 6.7% mAP and 9.9% Cor-
Loc over the state-of-the-art pure WSOD method CASD,
and significantly reduces the mAP gap between weakly su-
pervised object detection method and the fully-supervised
method, like Faster R-CNN!1

Results on KITTI. We also validate the domain adap-
tation ability of our method. We use a domain general
dataset, COCO, as the source fully-supervised dataset and
do weakly-supervised object detection on a domain specific
dataset, KITTI. For the semantic graph construction, we can
build similarity inter-dataset edges as well as hand-crafted
inter-dataset edges according to the logical relationships be-
tween the categories in KITTI and COCO datasets. Table
2 compares the performance of our methods using differ-
ent inter-dataset edges and a WSDDN baseline. We see
that i) our method significantly outperforms our baseline,
WSDDN, validating the domain adaptation ability of our
method; and ii) our method achieves the best mAP 80.6%
using the similarity inter-dataset edges and the best CorLoc
58.9% using both the similarity and the hand-crafted inter-
dataset edges, which suggests the similarity inter-dataset
edges can lead to better category transfer.

1The qualitative results are shown in the supplementary.
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Figure 7. Ablation study of the number of overlapping category n, the balance weight for the fully-supervised loss λfull, the balance weight
for the consistency loss λcons, and the graph construction threshold τ . The performance of our method improves with the increase of n;
and our method is robust to λfull, λcons, and τ .

DSMT SGCN aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv mAP(%)
CorLoc (%)

(A) × × 29.1 49.3 31.0 25.5 25.2 40.4 63.2 34.8 26.5 39.0 0.2 29.7 41.1 53.7 33.9 27.5 36.5 33.5 32.5 51.3 35.2
58.5 73.2 51.6 44.3 42.9 61.8 78.3 48.8 40.0 70.1 0.0 51.5 62.4 72.5 57.3 51.6 71.4 51.3 52.1 70.98 55.5

(B) ✓ × 72.6 49.2 54.9 40.2 49.6 79.0 80.4 69.1 43.3 75.5 30.6 65.9 71.1 59.3 67.1 31.5 68.8 59.7 70.8 66.9 60.3
87.8 69.6 78.2 64.2 71.3 90.2 92.3 82.2 60.2 92.9 58.7 81.8 84.6 77.3 79.6 58.3 91.8 73.8 80.3 82.0 77.8

(C) ✓ ✓
74.0 70.7 60.0 31.1 50.0 75.9 82.0 70.7 32.8 74.3 69.5 70.2 69.5 77.0 37.5 45.8 67.0 61.1 72.4 68.0 63.0
87.3 84.4 80.3 59.1 71.3 89.1 91.7 80.7 52.5 92.9 86.2 84.5 85.0 92.3 62.6 70.1 89.8 73.5 81.9 84.7 80.0

Table 3. The effectiveness of the double-supervision means teacher network (DSMT) and the semantic graph convolutional network
(SGCN) in terms of mAP (%) and CorLoc (%). The overlapping categories between COCO-65 and Pascal VOC are bold. Both DSMT and
SGCN are effective for detection performance and localization accuracy.

4.3. Ablation Study

Number of overlapping categories. Figure 7 (a) shows
the effects of the number of the overlapping categories
n between the fully-supervised and the weakly-supervised
datasets. We see that i) the performance improves with
the increase of n. The reason is that more bounding box
and category training data for the specific overlapping cate-
gories improve the detector; and 2) our method outperforms
Faster R-CNN trained on only COCO-(80−n) dataset with
n overlapping categories, validating the domain adaptation
ability of our method. For the following ablation studies,
we fix the number of overlapping categories as 5.

Network Components. To validate the effectiveness
of the proposed double-supervised mean teacher network
(DSMT) and the proposed semantic graph convolutional
network (SGCN), we compare three network settings: (A)
a pure weakly-supervised object detector using a tradi-
tional mean teacher structure without using any proposed
network, which consists of the Faster R-CNN backbone,
a WSDDN like weakly-supervised student branch, and a
teacher branch which has the same architecture with the
student branch; (B) the baseline network with double-
supervision mean teacher network (DSMT); and (C) the
baseline network with double-supervision mean teacher
network (DSMT) and the semantic graph convolutional
network (SGCN). Table 3 compares the detection perfor-
mances of these three settings. We see that i) Setting
(B) outperforms (A) by over 25%and 20% in terms of the
mAP and CorLoc, respectively, indicating the huge benefits

brought by DSMT; and ii) Setting (C) further improves (B),
validating the effectiveness of the SGCN.

Hyperparameters. Figure 7 (b) - (c) shows the effects
of hyperparameters in the lost function, λfull, λcons and
λcons, respectively. We see that i) too small or too large
λfull can both causes the performance drop, and our method
achieves the best performance with λfull = 0.5; and ii) A
larger λcons means a stronger regularization on Lcons. The
method achieves the best performance with λfull = 1.0.
Plot (d) shows the effect of the intra-dataset graph construc-
tion threshold, τ . We see that a larger τ leads to a sparser
intra-datset graph and τ = 0.4 models a proper density of
the graph to achieve the best performance.

5. Conclusion

This paper studies the weakly-supervised object detec-
tion with fully-supervised knowledge transfer. We specif-
ically focus on category transfer; that is, leveraging the
category information in a fully-supervised dataset to im-
prove the discriminative ability of the detector. For over-
lapping category transfer, we propose a double-supervision
mean teacher network to gather common category informa-
tion and bridge the domain gap between two datasets. For
non-overlapping category transfer, we propose a semantic
graph convolutional network to gather semantic features by
propagating semantic information between correlated cate-
gories. The advantages of the proposed networks lead to a
new state-of-the-art on PASCAL VOC 2007.
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